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Harness Data Protection as a
lever for economic
development of India through
global integration of practices
and standards conforming to
various legal regimes.
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The Mission of DSCI is to create
trustworthiness of Indian
companies as global sourcing
service providers, and to send
out a message worldwide that
India is a secure destination
for outsourcing where privacy
and protection of customer
data are enshrined in the
global best practices followed
by the industry.
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Data Protection
Best Practices
Capacity Building
Enforcement
Independent Oversight
Dispute Resolution
Cyber Crime Speedier Trial

NASSCOM, the apex body for software and services companies in India,
promoted and established DSCI as a Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO) under
Section 25 of the Companies Act. The Mission of DSCI is to foster trustworthiness
of Indian IT/BPO companies as global service providers and send out the
message worldwide that India is a secure destination for outsourcing where
privacy and protection of customer data are enshrined in the Best Practices
followed by the industry.

For this purpose, DSCI is engaged in creating security and privacy awareness
among the Indian IT/BPO service providers and is developing Best Practices for
Data Security and Data Privacy based on international standards under its SRO
Framework.

DSCI SRO FrameworkDSCI SRO FrameworkDSCI SRO FrameworkDSCI SRO FrameworkDSCI SRO Framework
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DSCI will evolve best practices and engage with the service providers and encourage them to have self
checks; and submit them to compliance checks by DSCI for Certification/Rating so as to verify that they
conform to the Best practices. Since there is widespread agreement around international data protection
and information security principles, such compliance checks can enhance trust in service providers by their
clients worldwide. DSCI believes that this process can support the data accountability principle in cross-
border data flows - the business data and personal data collected in originating country will continue to be
subjected to compliance of data privacy laws of the originating country.

DSCI has an independent Board of Directors that is guided by a Steering Committee with members drawn
from leading IT and BPO companies in India and abroad. The Steering Committee set up three Working
Groups to focus in specific areas for creating awareness and outreach. These Working Groups are:

Surveys group focuses on understanding the current status of data protection practices in India.

Education group helps organize events, training programs, and promote certifications.

Guidelines for Contracts supports by providing practical resources that will help DSCI members draft
contracts in the area of Data Protection covering regulatory requirements across the globe. There was
also a separate working group on suggesting a business model for DSCI which had made a detailed
presentation.

The Steering Committee meets regularly to guide DSCI on its activities. So far, five meeting have taken
place – two in 2007, two in 2008 and one in 2009.

Message from the Chairman

It gives me great pleasure in releasing the first newsletter of DSCI which has taken
sometime in coming. It is always challenging to set up a new organization. But it gives

immense satisfaction when it gets going. I had the privilege of being associated in the
process of converting the concept developed by late Sunil Mehta (the then Vice-President
of NASSCOM) into reality and I am sure he would have been happy with the end product.
This journey of setting up a self-regulatory organisation was not easy since it was largely
uncharted territory. But with the full support of NASSCOM and its members, particularly
Kiran Karnik and Som Mittal it has been possible to set up DSCI. There were several
challenges on the way but we have been able to overcome them. The first CEO of DSCI,
Mr. Nandkumar Sarvade had to leave for personal reasons after having done excellent
initial spadework. We were fortunate in finding an able replacement in Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj
who has the right qualities and qualifications having been with both Govt. and the
Industry. His contribution in taking up several initiatives has succeeded in establishing
footprint for DSCI in a very short time not only in India but also abroad. We have a very
young and vibrant team who are putting in their best efforts in achieving our goals and
objectives rapidly. We expect to bring out this newsletter initially on a Quarterly basis.
We hope this will be able to provide value to the IT/ITES sector. We would seek inputs
from all concerned for making this initiative a success.
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NASSCOM is providing necessary operational and financial support to DSCI for undertaking activities in line
with DSCI’s mission and objectives. DSCI conceived and prepared a project proposal on Cyber Security
Awareness, which was submitted to Department of Information Technology (DIT), Ministry of
Communications and Information Technology, through NASSCOM for funding. The project was approved
and funds released to NASSCOM who have outsourced the implementation of this project to DSCI with the
approval of DIT.

DSCI received funding from NASSCOM to support the following programs and activities:

Cyber Security Capacity Building ProgramCyber Security Capacity Building ProgramCyber Security Capacity Building ProgramCyber Security Capacity Building ProgramCyber Security Capacity Building Program     to build capacity to promote and disseminate useful
knowledge on data protection.

Annual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security SummitAnnual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security SummitAnnual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security SummitAnnual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security SummitAnnual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security Summit was held in Hyderabad in December 2008
to establish India’s thought leadership within the information security domain and discuss various
measures the country is taking to maintain its position as a trusted sourcing destination. The 2-Day
event focused on managing security and risks in a globalized environment. The sessions informed the
audience on Enterprise Security 2010 to Safeguard Future, Risk Assessment as key to successful risk
management program, Information Security Best Practices as observed through NASSCOM DSCI KPMG

DSCI has embarked upon its journey to carry out multi-faceted activities to establish
itself as a self-regulatory organization.  It has to engage with stakeholders including

IT/BPO companies, their clients worldwide, data protection authorities and SROs in
different countries, and data standards’ organizations in sectors such as banking and
finance.  It has to conduct data protection awareness programs and capacity building
activities as part of its outreach and education activities. It also engages with the
government and other data protection authorities on the Information Technology Act
and data protection requirements under various compliance regulations in several
countries. DSCI is developing best practices for data protection, based on ISO 27001 security
standard and OECD privacy principles to enable a service provider in India to be in
compliance with regulatory requirements of clients’ countries.  These are at an advanced
stage of development and will be announced to the industry through a workshop to be
conducted shortly. To make the SRO effective and complete, DSCI is working on developing
dispute resolution mechanisms for handling complaints.

This is indeed a challenging task which can only be accomplished with the active support
of the industry and its participation through the various channels that have been created
by DSCI namely, Steering Committee, Working Groups, and Chapters/E-Forums. It gives
me pleasure to thank NASSCOM for the trust it has reposed in DSCI, and the thought
leadership it provides on a continuous basis; thank the DSCI Board for its guidance. I am
sure the industry, security professionals and other organizations will continue to guide us
in making DSCI a Self-Regulatory Organization that finds acceptance not only with the
industry in India but also with our stakeholders abroad.

Message from the CEO

DSCI Activities Update
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Survey 2008, Forensics and Incident Response, Security in a Globalized Environment from HR Perspective,
Self-Regulation as a Model for Indian Industry, Converging the Information and Physical Security, The
Future of Privacy, and Capacity Building and Certification for Security Professionals.

NASSCOM-DSCI Survey on Information Security Best PracticesNASSCOM-DSCI Survey on Information Security Best PracticesNASSCOM-DSCI Survey on Information Security Best PracticesNASSCOM-DSCI Survey on Information Security Best PracticesNASSCOM-DSCI Survey on Information Security Best Practices implemented and followed by
IT/BPO companies in India was conducted through KPMG. The objective of the survey was to benchmark
the information security standards followed by the IT/BPO companies, analyze the depth of information
security awareness in the industry, and identify the gaps in security implementation. A total of 43
companies participated in this survey. The result of the survey was announced in the Annual NASSCOM-
DSCI Information Security Summit held in Hyderabad in December 2008. It was observed that larger
Indian companies are quicker in adopting leading practices related to information security. In contrast
to this, the small and medium companies are slower in imbibing information security practices in their
business processes. The service providers are encouraged by the establishment of DSCI. IT/BPO
companies are looking up to DSCI to enable them to provide assurance to their clients.

DSCI ChaptersDSCI ChaptersDSCI ChaptersDSCI ChaptersDSCI Chapters were launched in Bangalore, Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and Kolkata to enhance the awareness
among the stakeholders about the importance and measures for data protection. The IT / BPO industry
participants actively got involved in the formation of Core Group – Anchors and Co-anchors were decided.
Special Interest Groups were also created.

DSCI wDSCI wDSCI wDSCI wDSCI webebebebebsitsitsitsitsiteeeee (www.dsci.in) was
made live in the last week of
November 2008. The website was
formally launched during the
Annual Information Security
Summit held in Hyderabad on
December 2008. The website acts
as a platform for disseminating
knowledge on information security
and privacy protection and
providing access to resources such
as newsletters, white papers,
surveys and other publications
jointly published with research and
consulting agencies.

.
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Security and Privacy Content AggregationSecurity and Privacy Content AggregationSecurity and Privacy Content AggregationSecurity and Privacy Content AggregationSecurity and Privacy Content Aggregation ProgramProgramProgramProgramProgram was launched to consolidate and devise
enforceable standards and Best Practices in line with international standards.

DaDaDaDaDattttta Pra Pra Pra Pra Protototototection Beection Beection Beection Beection Bessssst Prt Prt Prt Prt Practiceacticeacticeacticeacticesssss to assist Indian IT/BPO industry focus on their data protection initiatives
in the right direction and benefit from prevalent good practices across the industry.

Under the Content Aggregation ProgramContent Aggregation ProgramContent Aggregation ProgramContent Aggregation ProgramContent Aggregation Program, mapping of compliance requirements with existing
standards such as ISO 27001 for security practices and the OECD Privacy Principles is under progress. This
will help DSCI identify the controls that need to be deployed for complying with the regulatory
requirements. These controls will assist in defining the Best Practices.

GuidelineGuidelineGuidelineGuidelineGuidelines fs fs fs fs for Conor Conor Conor Conor Contrtrtrtrtractactactactactsssss Working Group prepared practical resources that will help in drafting
contracts in the areas of Data Protection covering regulatory requirements of the EU, US, and Canada.
This will provide SMEs with model contracts templates, covering standard clauses and covenants, which
can be customized based on business needs and client requirements.

Cyber Labs ProgramCyber Labs ProgramCyber Labs ProgramCyber Labs ProgramCyber Labs Program to help cyber crime investigators acquire skills to detect and prosecute computer
crimes. NASSCOM’s Cyber Labs Program comprising four cyber labs in Mumbai, Pune, Thane and Bangalore
were transferred to DSCI. The program was continued by DSCI with focus on training police officers,
prosecutors, military, bank officials, and others concerned with cyber crimes.

Cyber CrimeCyber CrimeCyber CrimeCyber CrimeCyber Crimes Spees Spees Spees Spees Speedier Tdier Tdier Tdier Tdier Trialsrialsrialsrialsrials to harness Cyber Security Capacity to facilitate grievance redressal
through alternate dispute resolution mechanisms such as mediation and conciliation.

The InThe InThe InThe InThe Inffffformaormaormaormaormation Ttion Ttion Ttion Ttion Technology (Amendmenechnology (Amendmenechnology (Amendmenechnology (Amendmenechnology (Amendment) Act, 2t) Act, 2t) Act, 2t) Act, 2t) Act, 2008008008008008 received assent of the President on the 5th
February, 2009. The Government has to make rules under several provisions of the Amended IT Act. DSCI
is being consulted by the government for framing of rules. In view of this:

- DSCI organized a meeting with major Industry players in February 2009 in New Delhi for discussing the
rules to be framed under sections 43A (‘reasonable security practices’, ‘sensitive personal information’),
67C (‘retention of information by intermediaries’) and 79 (‘due diligence by intermediaries’) of the
Amended IT Act.

- DSCI prepared a Consultation Paper to present its thoughts on framing of rules and collate industry’s
comments and feedback so that it can be communicated to the Government.

A Database on Cyber crimes/ Security BreachesDatabase on Cyber crimes/ Security BreachesDatabase on Cyber crimes/ Security BreachesDatabase on Cyber crimes/ Security BreachesDatabase on Cyber crimes/ Security Breaches in India is being created that will help analyze the
types of cyber crimes in India.

DSCI ForumsDSCI ForumsDSCI ForumsDSCI ForumsDSCI Forums to establish a medium for discussion on Data Protection.

Roundtable Meeting with Academia Roundtable Meeting with Academia Roundtable Meeting with Academia Roundtable Meeting with Academia Roundtable Meeting with Academia was held in August 2008 in New Delhi to foster collaboration
between Academia and Industry in Data Protection.

Government Roundtable on Information Security Government Roundtable on Information Security Government Roundtable on Information Security Government Roundtable on Information Security Government Roundtable on Information Security was held in September 2008 in New Delhi to
discuss and analyze the security practices and governance issues with a view to build trust in public-
private partnership mode of implementation.

Security VSecurity VSecurity VSecurity VSecurity Vendor Advisorendor Advisorendor Advisorendor Advisorendor Advisory Fy Fy Fy Fy Forumorumorumorumorum was organized in July 2008 in New Delhi to discuss the experience
of vendors in dealing with Service Providers.
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Develop DSCI as an SRODevelop DSCI as an SRODevelop DSCI as an SRODevelop DSCI as an SRODevelop DSCI as an SRO to serve as a trust agent for data privacy and security accountability in
outsourcing.

DSCI Corporate BrochureDSCI Corporate BrochureDSCI Corporate BrochureDSCI Corporate BrochureDSCI Corporate Brochure was prepared in November 2008. It highlights the genesis of DSCI, its
mission, view on Data Protection, and approach to Self-Regulation.

In tandem with the Best PracticesBest PracticesBest PracticesBest PracticesBest Practices development through the content aggregation program, DSCI is
also building capacity to provide Certification/ RatingCertification/ RatingCertification/ RatingCertification/ RatingCertification/ Rating for organizations who adopt these Best Practices.

DSCI is Interfacing with all Policy Makers and Advisors Interfacing with all Policy Makers and Advisors Interfacing with all Policy Makers and Advisors Interfacing with all Policy Makers and Advisors Interfacing with all Policy Makers and Advisors for formulating rules under IT
(Amendment) Act 2008.

Increase International Visibility of DSCI as an SROIncrease International Visibility of DSCI as an SROIncrease International Visibility of DSCI as an SROIncrease International Visibility of DSCI as an SROIncrease International Visibility of DSCI as an SRO to foster and promote the recognition of
importance of the issue of Data Protection by Indian IT/BPO industry at global level.

Participated     in APEC Privacy Seminar and Workshop in August 2008 in Lima to present its approach to
Self-Regulation through Best Practices and Accountability Framework; and to understand developments
in the APEC Pathfinder Project, the documentation, and information exchange programs among
regulatory agencies.....

NASSCOM-DSCI organized a seminar on Global Data Sourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions
in Data Security in October 2008 in Brussels where DSCI presented the model for industry Self-Regulation.

Participated in the 30th International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners,
Strasbourg in October 2008. The theme of the conference was “Protecting privacy in a borderless world”.

Role of DSCI as an SRO and focus on Best Practices was presented in a session on Information Security
in Internet Governance Forum (IGF) in December 2008 under WSIS in New Delhi. DSCI also took
responsibility for organizing the Security and Cyber Crimes sessions as part of the IGF Program.

Participated in the Digital Download - Behind the Headlines summit, held by the International
Advertising Association (IAA) in Mumbai in March 2008. DSCI contributed to the Panel Discussion on
online advertising and Privacy that discussed key industry dynamics – privacy, data collection and storage,
and security.

DSCI as a consortium partner of EU funded Project RISE (Rising Pan European and International(Rising Pan European and International(Rising Pan European and International(Rising Pan European and International(Rising Pan European and International
AwAwAwAwAwararararareneeneeneeneeness on Biomess on Biomess on Biomess on Biomess on Biometrics and Security Etrics and Security Etrics and Security Etrics and Security Etrics and Security Ethics)thics)thics)thics)thics) participated in the project kick-off meeting held
in Rome on March 12-13, 2009. DSCI is now gearing up for a Preparatory Meeting in India (New Delhi)
scheduled for September 24-25, 2009. The focus of this preparatory meeting will be on: i) Differences
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and Commonalities between ASEM States, the EU and the US as per ethics and privacy of biometrics and
security technologies; ii) Privacy and Data Protection standards for India’s IT and ITeS – BPO industry.
The meeting will also set the tone for an upcoming International Conference to be held in Hong Kong in
January, 2010.

BITS, a division of the Financial Services Roundtable, through its Shared Assessment Program (SAP)
prescribes security and privacy Best Practices to its members. These have the approval of Federal
Regulatory Authorities. A number of consulting and service providing companies work with them to
help members conform to the BITS SAP. DSCI is developing capabilities in the BITS SAP to help IT and
BPO companies attain the required levels of security practices.

Enhance DSCI’Enhance DSCI’Enhance DSCI’Enhance DSCI’Enhance DSCI’s Vs Vs Vs Vs Visiisiisiisiisibibibibibi lity in Indiality in Indiality in Indiality in Indiality in India

Established links with Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) and Institute for Development and Research in
Banking (IDRBT) for working closely with the banking sector on the ‘reasonable security practices’.

Presented role of DSCI as an SRO and its focus on Best Practices in several conferences and seminars in
India, namely:
- McAfee Executive Summit
- OWASP AppSec India Conference 2008
- Bangalore IT Biz
- Security and Data Protection in DIT - FICCI Seminar on E-Governance
- Cyber Crimes under the IT Act in TiE Seminar
- CSO Forum of Dataquest
- IT Bridge Pune
- ITU-APT Conference

DSCI also received financial assistance from the DIT for implementing projects in the public-private
partnership mode. This project comprises the following programs:

The Cyber Security Awareness CampaignCyber Security Awareness CampaignCyber Security Awareness CampaignCyber Security Awareness CampaignCyber Security Awareness Campaign was initiated with a 3-day Cyber Security Awareness
Program in New Delhi in November 2008. Shri Jainder Singh, Secretary, DIT inaugurated the awareness
campaign. He highlighted the importance of Information Security practices to secure the national
infrastructure and the need to multiply similar programs in a much bigger way. The event included
focused sessions for the Government, Police, IT & BPO Companies, Banks & Financial Institutions and
Cyber Cafes.
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Under this Campaign, DSCI organized a workshop on Secure Programming for the industry in December
2008 at the IIIT Hyderabad campus. The workshop was aimed towards helping the industry to gear up for
new challenges and to raise the standards of excellence and was planned in collaboration with Microsoft
and Aujas Networks.

DSCI also conducted awareness programs in Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (KVS) and Air Force Bal
Bharati School (AFBBS) in New Delhi in January 2009 to sensitize the younger generation on how to be
sensitive of the security and privacy issues in social networking, in particular and while being online in
general.

A Cyber Safe Awareness program was organized in Pune in January 2009. The seminar elaborated on
various Cyber Security Initiatives taken by NASSCOM-DSCI and explained the need for awareness to
curb the menace of Cyber Security Incidents.
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A Survey on Information Security and Privacy PracticesSurvey on Information Security and Privacy PracticesSurvey on Information Security and Privacy PracticesSurvey on Information Security and Privacy PracticesSurvey on Information Security and Privacy Practices, which is expected to collate responses
from 150 organizations, was initiated with KPMG as research partner. This ongoing survey will help DSCI
assess the standards for data security and privacy protection in the Indian IT/BPO industry.

Concurrent to creation of DSCI Chapters in various cities, E-Security ForumsE-Security ForumsE-Security ForumsE-Security ForumsE-Security Forums were launched in Bangalore,
Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, and Kolkata. They were created with a view to promote sharing of knowledge
about data security and privacy protection and foster a community of security professionals. These
would also help in establishing linkage between Government and industry experts conducive for policy
enablement and create awareness among industry professionals and other stakeholders about security
& privacy issues.

 DSCI is developing a National Security Awareness PortalNational Security Awareness PortalNational Security Awareness PortalNational Security Awareness PortalNational Security Awareness Portal that will act as a one stop portal for all
security related knowledge. It will cater to a wide audience including IT/BPO companies, security
professionals, Banks and Financial Institutions, Law Enforcement Agencies, Academic Institutions, and
home users. The conceptualization of this portal was completed in March 2009.

________ ________


